Introduction

"Librarianship offers a better field for mental gymnastics than any other profession."
-Horace Kephart, 1890
The plan to create a festschrift for Tom Turner, Cornell's pre-eminent and beloved metadata librarian, was first announced in early 2003 at a celebration of the eighth anniversary of the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative. Among other events, the program featured the East Coast premiere of "Being a Librarian," a humorous one-act play by Dennis Stephens of the University of Alaska Fairbanks. 2 The play is an adaptation of an article by Horace Kephart, Cornell's first cataloger, who was hired in 1882.
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A deeper look into the 1890 Library Journal (LJ) issue containing Kephart's article reveals that Kephart's "Being a Librarian" was the last in a series of articles of that name published that year in the July through November issues. As is revealed in the series as well as in Kephart's comic treatment of the subject, the professional librarian of the day needed perseverance; an excellent education and an intelligent, open mind; a wide knowledge of languages, literatures and cultures; the ability to provide both public and technical services; business savvy and a knowledge of the book trade; facility with many aspects of library operations; and management skills.
A further perusal of the LJ issues for 1890 reveals much in common with today's worries that without guidance, information-seekers often fail to discover the most reliable, current, and accurate resources. For example, to Charles Henry Hull, then assistant librarian at Cornell, a well-made, current bibliography was superior to the catalog for getting materials "of recognized merit" into the hands of readers. In an article comparing catalogs with bibliographies, Hull quipped, "It is doubtful whether the subject catalogue does as much good as it does harm. The average student uses it without discrimination. He wants a treatise on electricity; the catalogue offers him a choice of a hundred titles, and he copies one of them absolutely at random." 4 Hull's criticism of the catalog-which was then evolving, sounds surprisingly similar to today's librarians' criticisms of Internet search engines.
Then and now, "there are few professions which contribute so much to the saving of time and to the progress of science" as librarianship. 5 Librarians have perhaps taken the most pride in their role as intermediaries, whether as reference librarians personally connecting users to the information they need, or as the creators of tools, like bibliographies or reference guides, library catalogs, specialized indexes or finding aids, that facilitate those connections. However, in the increasingly interconnected world of the Web, information seekers behave more and more self-sufficiently, choosing simple but powerful search services like Google (http://www.google.com), and moving well beyond library collections in their pursuit of information. 5.5 How can librarians continue to contribute to saving time and advancing the state of knowledge in this kind of world?
In this chapter, I take the following trends as starting points for defining what being a librarian will be like in the twenty-first century:
• Technology-driven research, teaching, and learning environments;
• Disintermediation (i.e., a decrease in guided access to content); remains of great importance to faculty and graduate students, nearly all library users, regardless of academic discipline, increasingly rely on online information sources, and all groups prefer to work online from their homes and offices, rather than visiting the library.
While services like "Ask a Librarian" and virtual reference have offered new methods for connecting users with librarians, the increasing offsite use of library collections and services continues to stoke the disintermediation trend.
The Library as an Information Commons
While disintermediation persists, the library has the opportunity to become an "information commons" that offers an inspiring shared space and common ground for face-to-face collaborations, supported by sophisticated IT equipment. 19 It seems likely that by 2015, the current configuration of users, collections, and staff that inhabit library buildings will shift to a configuration that gives greater preference to a variety of user spaces, public services, and public computing. The research team conducted structured interviews of several dozen library staff members. 21 Interviewees often remarked that the library's discovery systems need to be "much more like Google," in the sense of faster search engines and better indexing to assure relevant, accurate, and consistent query results.
The 2003 LibQual survey revealed a related perspective among Cornell library users: three of the six largest gaps between users' desired and perceived service levels related to the ease of use of the library's access systems. 22 Librarians must introduce easier-to-use discovery systems for bringing together the content of their collections; they need to find an appropriate place and role for the library catalog in the larger infosphere, and they need to build rich digital collections and give users around the world a powerful and easy way to search across them. storage, where they will be difficult to browse. It may be necessary for librarians to find creative solutions, such as virtual browsing, through which users can discover, select, and request delivery of the materials they want.
Structuring Unstructured Data
As librarians become more involved in knowledge management at the university, they will face a major problem: the organization of unstructured data, which commonly appear in emails, Web pages, memoranda, reports, etc. Making these resources conveniently findable is likely to involve developing and/or using new automated tools for organizing, classifying, and discovering a very large volume of unstructured but useful data.
Partnerships with IT and Other Information Experts
The missions of other campus organizations that support teaching, research, and include a range of other non-textual materials and "compound objects" that combine media types, and (2) to facilitate the early registration of all units in a future, more flexible scholarly communication system. 27 If such a system were created, traditional cataloging practice (and the lengthy process associated with changing it), would be inadequate. In addition, traditional cataloging practice is problematic because many communities outside librarianship use metadata-metadata that can and should be reused.
The Internet facilitates interactions among formerly separate communities, making interoperability of library cataloging with other communities' metadata of crucial importance.
The LC21 chapter on metadata concludes that metadata is a strategic issue for libraries and notes "it will be a tremendous challenge to change the [library's] base model for metadata … however, it is certain that library-type metadata practices will at some point need to be re-examined in the light of a changed world … [and] it is not productive to ignore the fact that changes are inevitable and will be dramatic." 28 Affordability and scalability are not the only challenges facing cataloging as it has been traditionally practiced in the twentieth century. Table 1 provides more information about affordability and scalability but also summarizes five more significant challenges.
<Insert Table 1 .
Challenges Facing Traditional Library Cataloging>
Despite these challenges, catalog librarians have the potential to use their expertise to make enormous contributions to university communities and to future information retrieval and dissemination systems. Doing so will require that they focus on the needs that catalog librarians meet, rather than the methods they use. When catalog librarians identify what they contribute to their communities with their methods (the cataloging rules, etc.) and with the product they provide (the catalog), they face the danger of "marketing myopia." Marketing myopia is a term used in the business literature to describe a nearsighted view that focuses on the products and services that a firm provides, rather than the needs those products and services are intended to address.
Business texts often illustrate marketing myopia with reference to the decline of the American railroads, which faded not because the need to transport people and freight went away, but because the railroad owners defined the business they were in too narrowly. If owners had defined their business as "transportation" instead of "railroading" they might now have truck, airline, and bus divisions and still be a major economic and social force in America. • Stop putting the majority of resources into preserving and maintaining current library collections;
Implications for Metadata and Metadata Specialists
• "Serve the mission of the higher education institution rather than a specific job description" 31 ;
• Develop robust information partnerships; and
• Manage a broad range of information objects in traditional and nontraditional formats-many previously outside the library's purview, such as learning objects, data sets, and institutional data.
The authors of the report predict that, as we transform ourselves in these ways, "individual libraries will still maintain unique and wonderful special collections, but our primary investments for the future will be in access systems." 32 If this prediction plays out, it is excellent news for metadata specialists, because just as catalogers played the central role in creating nineteenth and twentieth century tools-the card and online catalogs-metadata specialists will be needed to help build these new kinds of access systems. Table 2 elaborates on the prediction related to libraries' renewed investments in access systems. In addition, the table summarizes the implications of four other trends:
librarians' closer involvement with the university knowledge community; technologydriven research, teaching and learning; increasing user self-sufficiency; and the dominance of the global infosphere.
<Insert Table 1 At the very least, adapting successfully to current demands will require new competencies for librarians, and I have made the case elsewhere that librarians must move beyond basic computer literacy to "IT fluency"-that is, an understanding of the concepts of information technology, especially applying problem solving and critical thinking skills to using information technology. 34 Raising the bar of IT fluency will be even more critical for metadata specialists, as they shift away from a focus on metadata production to approaches based on IT tools and techniques on the one hand, and on consulting and teamwork on the other. As a result of the increasing need for IT fluency among metadata specialists, they may become more closely allied with technical support groups in campus computing centers. The chief challenges for metadata specialists will be getting out of library back rooms, becoming familiar with the larger world of university knowledge communities, and developing primary contacts with the appropriate domain experts and IT specialists.
If as Choo suggests with his notion of a "knowledge pyramid," being a librarian will require more active participation in the university's knowledge communities, It is easy to see the value of metadata specialists' becoming more involved in the university's knowledge communities; of all people, they know how to acquire and organize information into systems and structures and to enhance the accessibility and quality of information. As portals like the NSDL and VIVO become more commonplace, it will become more important for metadata specialists to apply their expertise beyond documents or information objects to codifying the expertise of the university community itself. This will require new developments in metadata. Along these lines, one field in which metadata specialists might become more involved in the future is mapping knowledge domains, with the goal of revealing the structure of a discipline or research network.
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The dominance of the Internet and astounding progress in information technologies have led to serious competition for the attention of the university's information seekers, some of whom feel they no longer need libraries, library collections, or librarians. So long as we continue to define ourselves by our specializations (e.g., reader services vs. the "back room"), and to focus internally on library collections and buildings, we risk being marginalized at about the speed with which information seekers' preferences continue shifting from traditional library collections to online, more dynamic, and collaborative information environments.
Being a librarian must change as the nature of information-seeking changes. Now, at the beginning of the twenty-first century, the hardships that libraries are experiencing may be viewed as opportunity costs wrought by the Internet, widespread personal computer use, and online information industry competitors (like Amazon.com and Google) that were able to take advantage of new means to meet the needs of information seekers. What is happening is a natural evolution, in accordance with the forces of a free market, in which information seekers gravitate to the offerings that best meet their needs and expectations.
It is true that university research libraries face an enormous challenge positioning themselves in the online information market. At the same time any library can differentiate itself from its online information industry competitors, provided it clearly identifies the needs of its communities, provides services valued by those communities, and makes its staff and services visible. Metadata is key to empowering information seekers and to building scholarly information access systems that are easy to use.
Metadata expertise is a sustainable strategic advantage that libraries can and should embrace and promote to faculty and other members of the university community.
Metadata specialists are well positioned to make worthwhile contributions to the university communities they serve, provided they seize opportunities to contribute their Need for "information fluency" among information seekers and "IT fluency" among librarians, especially metadata specialists. Increasing involvement in large-scale digital library research and development projects Disintermediation and user self-sufficiency Catalog librarians have always served those who wish to work autonomously; metadata specialists will enhance ease of use of information systems through similar but expanded means-expertise in indexing, data organization and management, access vocabulary, taxonomies, ontologies, etc. Rising need for understanding of visualization and other techniques to support browsing. Increasing use of metadata to enable linking of wide variety of information objects Global infosphere, Web-based information, and multimedia Metadata specialists will develop/lobby for standards and best practices, but proliferation of systems and object types will continue; greater need for integrating frameworks and interoperability tools
